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B

eginning reading materials are a recurring source of interest and concern to reading
educators (Chall, 1967/1983; Hoffman, Sailors, & Patterson, 2002). Over the past
decade they have attracted much attention, and a wide variety of voices and stances
are discernible with regard to this issue. Large states such as California and Texas
have adopted statewide policies mandating the use of “decodable” texts in their beginning reading classrooms (California English/Language Arts Committee, 1999;
Texas Education Agency, 1997). Simultaneously, teachers in many parts of the
United States have organized their reading materials in terms of guided reading levels (Fountas & Pinnell, 1999). From other quarters, scholars have made the argument that investigations should focus on the nature of high-quality instruction and
not on the curriculum materials themselves (Allington & Woodside-Jiron, 1998;
Roller, 2001).
In this article, we take the stance that well-designed curricular materials offer
opportunities to teachers to plan good instruction (Ball & Cohen, 1996; Ball &
Feiman-Nemser, 1988) and thereby merit empirical attention. Texts are by no
means the only important element in the reading acquisition process. As Barr
(1972) and Juel and Roper/Schneider (1985) have reported, instructional method
and text combine to shape children’s word recognition strategies. Therefore, the efficacy of any model of text-based features cannot be understood in isolation from
the instructional context in which it is used. Rather than attempting to separate the
relative influence of texts versus instruction, the reading text is viewed here as a
tool that mediates instruction (Vygotsky, 1978; Wertsch, 1998). Good and experi-
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ABSTRACTS
THIS STUDY examined the effectiveness of a little book curriculum in facilitating the independent word-solving
skills of first-grade readers. The curriculum was based on a theoretical model that identified two critical dimensions of text-based support for beginning readers: linguistic content and cognitive load.
The 15-week little book intervention was conducted in four first-grade classrooms of an inner-city school in a large
urban district. Two classes were assigned to the intervention group, and two were assigned to the comparison group.
The intervention group read from little books leveled according to features of linguistic content and cognitive
load. The comparison group read from basal literature texts. Word lists and graded passages from the Qualitative
Reading Inventory (QRI) served as the pre- and posttest measures. ANCOVA and chi-square analyses showed
that children in the intervention group performed at significantly higher levels on the posttests than their counterparts in the comparison group. These results applied equally to the word lists and the passage reading tasks and with
children at all reading levels—high, average, and struggling.

A comparison of
first graders’
reading with
little books or
literature-based
basal anthologies

ESTE ESTUDIO examinó la eficacia de un programa de lectura de “libros pequeños” (textos breves narrativos y expositivos) para facilitar las habilidades de procesamiento de palabras de lectores de primer grado. El programa estaba basado en un modelo teórico que identifica dos dimensiones críticas de apoyo basado en el texto para lectores iniciales: el contenido lingüístico y la carga cognitiva.
Durante 15 semanas se realizó la investigación sobre los “libros pequeños” en cuatro aulas de primer grado de
una escuela de sectores urbanos de bajos ingresos situada en un gran distrito urbano. Se asignaron dos cursos al grupo
de intervención y dos al grupo de comparación. El grupo de intervención leyó “libros pequeños” nivelados de acuerdo con las características del contenido lingüístico y la carga cognitiva. El grupo de comparación leyó antologías básicas de textos literarios (textos controlados usados en las escuelas de los EE. UU.). Como medidas para la evaluación previa y posterior se usaron listas de palabras y pasajes de texto graduados del Inventario de Lectura Cualitativa
(QRI). Los análisis de co-variancia (ANCOVA) y chi-cuadrado mostraron que los niños en el grupo de intervención
se desempeñaron significativamente mejor en las evaluaciones finales que los niños del grupo de comparación. Se
obtuvieron los mismos resultados en las tareas de lectura de listas de palabras y de pasajes de texto, así como con
los niños de todos los niveles de lectura: alto, promedio y con dificultades.

La lectura de
“libros pequeños”
o de antologías
básicas literarias
en primer grado:
Una comparación

DIESE STUDIE untersuchte die Effektivität eines Lehrplanes mit kleinen (dünnen) Büchern zum Erleichtern selbständiger Wort-Lösungsfähigkeiten von Lesern in der ersten Klasse. Der Lehrplan wurde nach einem theoretischen Modell erstellt, das zwei kritische Dimensionen der text-basierten Unterstützung für Leseanfänger identifizierte: linguistischer Inhalt und kognives Erfassen.
Die 15-wöchige Intervention mit kleinen Büchern wurde in vier Klassenräumen mit Erstklässlern einer grostädtischen Schule durchgeführt. Zwei Klassen wurden der Interventionsgruppe zugeteilt und zwei wurden der
Vergleichsgruppe zugeteilt. Die Interventionsgruppe las von kleinen Büchern, die nach Eigenschaften linguistischen
Inhalts und kognitiver Belastung ausgerichtet waren. Die Vergleichsgruppe las aus grundlegenden Literaturtexten.
Wortaufstellungen und bewertete Passagen aus der Qualitativen Lesematerial-Zusammenstellung—QRI
(Qualitative Reading Inventory) dienten als Anfangs- und Abschlumastäbe. ANCOVA und ChiQuadratanalysen zeigten, da Kinder in der Interventionsgruppe wesentlich höhere Einstufungen bei den
Abschluprüfungen erfüllten als ihre Gegenüber in den Vergleichsgruppen. Diese Ergebnisse galten gleichermaen
bei den Wortlisten und den Leseabschnittaufgaben und bei Kindern aller Leseeinstufungen—höherer, durchschnittlicher, und sich abmühender.

Ein Vergleich im
Lesen der
Erstklässler mit
kleinen Büchern
oder literaturbasierter,
grundlegender
Anthologien
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Une comparaison
en lecture
d’éléves de
première année
avec de petits
livres ou des
manuels
d’anthologies
basées sur la
littérature

CETTE ÉTUDE a examiné l’efficacité d’un programme utilisant des petits livres sur le développement des compétences dans la lecture de mots chez des enfants de premiére année. Le programme reposait sur un modèle
théorique identifiant deux dimensions critiques de supports basés sur des textes destinés à des lecteurs débutants :
le contenu linguistique et la charge cognitive.
L’intervention de 15 semaines avec les petits livres a été conduite dans quatre classes de première année d’une
école de centre-ville (milieu défavorisé) d’une grande circonscription urbaine. On a assigné deux classes au groupe
d’intervention et deux autres au groupe de comparaison. Le groupe d’intervention a lu dans des petits livres de différents niveaux quant au contenu linguistique et à la charge cognitive. Le groupe de comparaison a lu des textes
provenant de manuels de littérature. Des listes de mots et des passages gradués provenant de l’Inventaire de
Lecture Qualitative (Qualitative Reading Inventory) ont été utilisés comme pré- et post-tests. Une ANCOVA et
des chi carrés ont montré que les enfants du groupe d’intervention ont atteint des niveaux significativement plus
élevés aux post-tests que leurs correspondants du groupe de comparaison. Ces résultats s’appliquent aussi bien aux
tàches de listes de mots que de lecture de passages et valent pour les enfants de tous les niveaux de lecture : élevé,
moyen ou en difficultés.
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enced teachers have the knowledge, experience, and
power to seek out a variety of texts to accomplish
different instructional goals for their students. By the
same token, teachers who are constrained from making alternative choices by inexperience; lack of access
to resources; or state, district, or school-level mandates will rely heavily on the reading texts available
in the school or classroom—typically, the basal reading series provided to them (Baumann, Hoffman,
Moon, & Duffy-Hester, 1998). Statistics reveal that
U.S. students in high-poverty, high-minority, and
low-achieving schools have the least access to skilled
instructors (Education Weekly, 2003). At a time when
the teaching force is in transition, texts could serve as
a scaled-up intervention for teachers in terms of
planning and implementing their curriculum (Ball
& Cohen, 1996). Yet there are few studies that empirically examine the effectiveness of using particular
models of text with particular groups of students.
This study describes and provides preliminary support for a model of text that could potentially scaffold word recognition skills for beginning readers.
Over the past two decades, beginning reading
texts have undergone substantial changes. The majority of beginning reading texts in U.S. schools
emphasized high-frequency words through the mid1980s (Anderson, Hiebert, Scott, & Wilkinson,
1985). By the mid-1990s, the beginning reading
texts of major programs consisted of predictable and
literary texts (Hoffman et al., 1994). By 2002, the
content of beginning textbooks had changed again.
Responding to the mandates of Texas (Texas
Education Agency, 1997) and those of California
(California English/Language Arts Committee,
1999), all mainstream basal programs nationwide
now offer decodable texts in their beginning reading
components (Hoffman et al., 2002).
While each change in beginning reading textbooks is accompanied by claims of research-based
evidence, policymakers have been a primary source
for these recent changes. In making the changes
mandated by policymakers, publishers have been left
to make choices about features of texts that are not
necessarily research based. This study represents a
first step toward addressing this gap by testing a
model of text features on first graders’ acquisition of
independent word-solving skills, which is a strong
predictor of children’s ability to read independently
(Juel, Griffith, & Gough, 1986; Shanahan, 1984).
Given that no text-based curriculum stands apart
from its instructional usage, the instructional context
of text use will be presented.
A fundamental assumption made in this article
is that different kinds of texts are essential to chil-

dren’s development as readers and writers. Texts designed to scaffold independent word-solving skills
could have different characteristics than those designed to support comprehension or literary appreciation. The empirical focus of this study is on the
features of texts that support the acquisition of independent word-solving skills, even while it is acknowledged that other features or dimensions of text might
be supportive of other aspects of reading acquisition.
Within the model underlying this study, the
Text Elements by Task (TExT) model, two overlapping dimensions of text-based support are viewed as
critical for independent word solving: cognitive load
and linguistic knowledge. The explanatory efficacy
of the model was examined through a quasiexperimental study of the progress made by two groups of
first graders toward independent word-solving skills.
One group read from the literature-based basal anthology programs that continue to be the mainstay
of reading instruction in the United States
(Baumann et al., 1998). The other group read from
short texts called little books that were ordered according to the TExT model.
The view that texts scaffold the beginning
reading process is by no means controversial. Views
about the particular features of texts that scaffold the
beginning reading process are more controversial. To
ground the TExT model in past and current perspectives of the scaffolding provided by text, the primary
perspectives are reviewed. This overview is followed
by a description of the theoretical and empirical basis
for the TExT model and, subsequently, the questions
addressed in this study.

Views on texts as scaffolds
Three prominent views on the features of text
that scaffold the task for beginning readers can be
identified within scholarship and practice: (a) pacing
and repetition of words, (b) sentence and text structures, and (c) decodable elements.

Pacing and repetition of words
Beginning with the 1930 edition of the Dickand-Jane readers (Elson & Gray, 1930), the primary
word-level scaffold provided in beginning reading
texts was consistent attention to a small group of
high-frequency words. Two aspects were considered
with regard to this core set of words: the pace at
which these words were introduced and the number
of times they were repeated. The attention to highfrequency words was derived from Thorndike’s
(1921) work analyzing the frequency of word
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appearances in English texts. The attention to their
pacing and repetition can be attributed to
Thorndike’s (1903) four laws of learning—effect,
exercise, readiness, and identical elements.
There is meager contemporary research examining the number of word repetitions, especially for
particular types of words, in beginning reading acquisition. The research of Gates and Russell (1938a,
1938b) addressed repetitions of high-frequency
words in texts that were composed almost entirely of
high-frequency words—a text genre that has subsequently been identified as primerese (Amsterdam,
Ammon, & Simons, 1990). In Reitsma’s (1983)
study, midyear first graders and older, readingdisabled students read sentences with target words
presented two, four, or six times. For the first
graders, but not the reading-disabled students, the
optimal number of repetitions appeared to be four.
However, Reitsma’s study does not shed light on the
number of repetitions required by students at the
early stages of reading acquisition because the first
graders in the sample had been selected for making
typical reading progress over six months of reading
instruction.
Recent research on the rate at which new
words in text can be learned by beginning readers is
even sparser than the research on number of repetitions required by beginning readers. Johnston (2000)
found that high-achieving first-grade readers learned
10 new words on average per week during instruction with predictable texts, while average readers
learned 5 words and low-achieving readers learned 2
words. These figures are undoubtedly influenced by
the quality and nature of instruction received. There
is also some evidence that the repetition of words in
texts positively affected word recognition skills in
first graders, although the impact of word repetition
has been found to interact with the kind of text used
in instruction (Juel & Roper/Schneider, 1985).

Sentence and text structures
Sentences were kept short in the Dick-andJane texts, although the designers of the early reading
texts did not overtly address sentence length itself.
However, at later levels, complex sentences were often broken into separate simple sentences to make
texts comply with the readability requirements of
particular grade levels. In the late 1970s and early
1980s, the negative effects of such manipulations in
texts on student comprehension became the focus of
numerous studies (e.g., Brennan, Bridge, &
Winograd, 1986). The youngest students in these
studies were second graders, yet the findings from
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these studies were applied to readers of all age
groups, even beginning first graders.
These findings fed into Becoming a Nation of
Readers (Anderson et al., 1985), the report that summarized the findings on text manipulations for educators and policymakers in the United States. The
policymakers in California and Texas who also conduct statewide textbook adoptions agreed with the
call in Becoming a Nation of Readers for an end to
controlled texts. In California’s textbook mandate of
1987 (California English/Language Arts Committee,
1987), the mandates for reading texts based on authentic literature extended from first grade through
high school. The 1990 guidelines of Texas (Texas
Education Agency, 1990) called for similar texts in
classrooms. Recognizing that beginning readers required some form of scaffolding, publishers offered
predictable texts as the form of authentic texts in
their beginning reading components (Hoffman et
al., 1994). In predictable texts, a phrase, sentence, or
even group of sentences is repeated to form the text
structure. The underlying philosophy is that the cadence and the repetition of the predictable syntactic
and textual patterns permit beginning readers to read
along with a capable reader for their initiation into
reading and, after rereading the text by themselves,
to develop sight vocabularies (Goodman, 1968;
Holdaway, 1979).
Research on whether predictable sentence and
text structures scaffold beginning reading recognition was limited in scope when predictable texts
became commonplace in mainstream textbook programs. While two studies by Bridge and colleagues
(Bridge & Burton, 1982; Bridge, Winograd, &
Haley, 1983) are cited as evidence that sight words
are learned through predictable texts, these studies
included an instructional format where teachers used
a whole–part–whole procedure in which students
were required to do sentence and word-matching activities that directed their attention to the word-level
features of the text. In contrast, other studies that
did not include word-level instruction following the
reading of text indicate that beginning and challenged readers rely on aural memory when reading
predictable texts (Leu, DeGroff, & Simons, 1986;
Simons & Leu, 1987). More recently, Johnston
(2000) has shown that even the most proficient first
graders learn only a fraction of the words in predictable texts. Overreliance by beginning readers on
predictable syntactic and text structures seems to
have the same effect as overreliance on illustrations
in that students fail to develop strong graphophonic
strategies (Samuels, 1970).
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Decodable elements
The decodability or phonetic regularity of
words is another feature of text that has been viewed
as a potential scaffold for word recognition (Chall,
1967/1983). The proponents of decodable texts base
their proposals on research evidence that students
need consistent and explicit attention to letter–sound
relationships during the initial stages of reading acquisition (Adams, 1990; Juel et al., 1986; Snow,
Burns, & Griffin, 1998). However, as the perspectives of researchers demonstrate, text decodability is
not a unitary construct (see Mesmer, 2001). There
are two related and overlapping ways by which students decode words: by identifying individual letter–
sound relationships and by identifying known word
parts (also called reading by analogy or “chunking”).
An early study emphasizing sequentially decodable elements in text was conducted by Beck and
Block (1979), who used a construct called “potential
for accuracy” as a means of establishing the correlation between lessons in the teachers’ edition and
student books. This construct defines a word as decodable if its letter–sound elements have been covered in the teacher’s guide. In applying this criterion
to beginning reading texts from phonics and mainstream basal programs, the researchers concluded
that 69% to 100% of the words in phonics programs
had the potential to be accurately decoded, while 0%
to 13% of the words in mainstream programs had
the potential for accuracy. The correlation conducted
in this study between teachers’ manuals and student
texts addressed neither the number of lessons that
particular groups of students required to assimilate a
new phonics element nor the number of repetitions
of words or spelling patterns that students required
to recognize words independently. The most recent
policy mandates on texts emphasize sequential decoding, with “decodability” defined as the proportion of instructed decodable letter–sound
relationships in text (Texas Education Agency,
1997).
In addition to sequential decoding, beginning
readers have been found to use a decoding-byanalogy strategy in which they use consistent vowel–
consonant clusters or rimes in attempts to word
solve (Goswami, 1995; Treiman, 1992). On the basis
of the results of several studies, Goswami and others
(see Bryant, MacLean, Bradley, & Crossland, 1990;
Goswami, 1995; Goswami & Bryant, 1990) have
proposed a theory of decoding by analogy that suggests that rimes provide an early entry into reading
for young children, and that the development of
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reading skills is an increasingly refined process of
analogizing.

TExT model
The review of existing perspectives on text scaffolds identified several text features of importance in
scaffolding word recognition skills. Yet there are few
models that bring these features together and consider their combined impact on supporting beginning
reading. Hoffman, Roser, Salas, Patterson, and
Pennington (2001) reported that students’ reading
performance was best predicted by texts that were
leveled according to both predictability and decodability, establishing both dimensions as crucial textbased scaffolds. In that study, high-, average-, and
low-achieving first graders read seven leveled little
books over three sessions—one to assess their word
recognition skills and two to read the seven texts.
Results indicated that holistic scales of text difficulty,
which considered a combination of factors, correlated better with accuracy and fluency than did isolated
factors. However, the short-term nature of this study
(with a total of 1.5 hours spent per child) did not
permit it to address the issue of what a text-based
curriculum using these dimensions might look like
over a longer period of time.
In the meantime, while the controlled text of
the preprimers and primers designed by Gray and colleagues (Gray, Monroe, Artley, Arbuthnot, & Gray,
1956) and other teams of writers are gone, the mandates for decodable text have been juxtaposed with the
interest of teachers in engaging children’s literature.
Thus, literature-based basal anthologies remain the
core components in the Texas-adopted first-grade programs (Hoffman et al., 2002). Many of the texts in
these basal anthologies are predictable, but they also
present phonetically regular words. Whether beginning readers attend to letter–sound correspondences
carefully when they can rely on the predictable sentence or text structure is uncertain (e.g., Johnston,
2000). Furthermore, despite the advent of the latest
editions of literature-based basal anthology series with
decodable text elements, many schools continue to
use the older editions of these anthologies that do not
include systematic attention to the word-level features
of texts (Hoffman et al., 1994).
What is needed is a model of text that combines several features identified as potential supports
in the research literature and examines the efficacy of
such a text-based curriculum in supporting beginning word recognition skills. The TExT model proposes two overlapping dimensions that potentially
scaffold the acquisition of word recognition skills by
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beginning readers: (a) linguistic content and (b) cognitive load. Developmentally, this model is aimed at
facilitating the independent word-solving skills of
children at the beginning stages of reading—ranging
from the prealphabetic stage to the full alphabetic
stage in Ehri’s (1998) model of reading development.
Instructionally, the model of text described here is designed for those that are read by beginning readers
(during independent or guided reading sessions),
rather than one that is read to them by others (during
read-alouds or shared readings of text). For instructional scaffolding in word-solving skills to be within
students’ zones of proximal development (Vygotsky,
1978), a fundamental premise of the model is that
instructional text must be at their reading levels.
Although identified as distinct constructs in
this model, cognitive load and linguistic content can
be viewed as overlapping dimensions of text-based
support. Each of these two critical dimensions will
be described in the following sections. The model
does not require that every text read by the child attend to all the individual features of the dimensions
described here. However, a set of texts used during a
given instructional period should attend to all of
these dimensions.

Linguistic content
The first dimension of the model—linguistic
content—identifies critical word-level content that
texts can model to support beginning readers. Three
features related to critical linguistic content were
identified from the review of the literature presented
in the previous section: high-frequency or sight
words, rimes or word patterns, and word decodability. The last feature—word decodability—is viewed
as overlapping the linguistic content and the cognitive load dimensions, as will be discussed later in this
section. For purposes of convenience, it is presented
here with features of linguistic content.

Linguistic content: High-frequency words
As discussed in a previous section, there is
some evidence that the acquisition of a core set of
sight words aids in fluent reading (Juel & Roper/
Schneider, 1985). Because 100 of the most frequent
words in the English language account for more than
50% of the running text in primary grades (Carroll,
Davies, & Richman, 1971), the TExT model hypothesizes that these would serve as the most useful
sight words that beginning reading texts can model.
In addition to the 100 most frequent words, texts
should also provide students with opportunities to
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acquire other high-frequency words in the English
language. The literature does not establish guidelines
for the number of sight words that students can attend to and acquire from a single text; however, it is
postulated that earlier texts should model few unique
high-frequency words that are repeated multiple
times, within and across texts.

Linguistic content: Rimes
Beginning reading texts should also provide
systematic opportunities for children to acquire a
core set of common phonograms or rimes
(Goswami, 1995; Goswami & Bryant, 1990). Wylie
and Durrell (1970) found that 37 of the most common rimes account for over 500 words in primarygrade texts—suggesting that the earliest texts pay
consistent attention to the modeling of these rimes.
Further, there is some evidence suggesting that rimes
presented with multiple onsets are more useful scaffolds than rimes presented with a single onset (Juel
& Solso, 1981). That is, readers generalize the rime
more readily if they see a variety of words with the
same rime (e.g., bat, fat, hat, mat, rat, sat modeling
the -at rime) rather than multiple repetitions of a
single word with the rime (e.g., cat). Therefore, this
model suggests that beginning reading texts present
multiple instantiations of the same rimes (i.e., rimes
with different onsets).

Linguistic content: Word decodability
As discussed in the review of literature, there
are multiple ways of defining decodability. In the
TExT model, decodability is defined as the inherent
difficulty level of words attributed to the patterns
modeled by different words. On the one hand, word
decodability is linked to the modeling of consistent
word patterns; on the other, it partially determines
the cognitive load (or overall difficulty level) of the
text. It is therefore viewed in this model as a feature
that overlaps these two dimensions.
A continuum of difficulty in word decodability
is specified in the model. The continuum suggests
that words with Consonant–Vowel (e.g., me, go) and
Consonant–Vowel–Consonant (e.g., cat, dog, man)
patterns are the easiest words to read because of the
one-to-one correspondence within these words of
phonemes and graphemes. Next in difficulty level
are short-vowel words with blends and digraphs
(e.g., trip, chat), followed by long-vowel combinations (e.g., cheat, main). At the least decodable end
of the continuum are multisyllabic and compound
words, many of which incorporate one or more
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blends, digraphs, or diphthongs (e.g., pleasant,
hunchback, around).

Cognitive load
The second dimension of the model—cognitive
load—attends to text features that determine its
difficulty level for the reader. Three critical factors
were identified from the review as influencing a
text’s accessibility: word decodability; word density
ratios (indicative of the proportion of repeated
words in the text); and text-level features, such as
predictability and picture–text match. Word decodability has been discussed in the previous section;
the next section describes word density ratios and
text-level features.

Cognitive load: Word density ratios
The word density ratio is a proportion of the
number of unique (distinct) to total words in a text
and provides a measure of the vocabulary load and
the amount of word-level repetition within texts.
There is some evidence that suggests that frequency
of word repetition in texts might be critical for the
acquisition of word recognition in beginning readers
(e.g., Juel & Roper/Schneider, 1985). Analyses of
beginning reading programs published in the past
decade have established that the vocabulary load of
these texts has increased significantly over time, with
fewer repetitions of words within texts (Hoffman et
al., 1994).
The TExT model makes three theoretical conjectures regarding word density ratios in texts. First,
text length will influence the nature of the task for
the reader, given equal word density ratios. The assumption here is that early readers’ perception of the
“bulk” of words on a page or in a book can determine their estimation of whether they can read it
(Hiebert, Liu, Levin, Huxley, & Chung, 1995).
Second, low word density ratios will be most critical
during the prealphabetic and early alphabetic phases
of reading development—when children have relatively small sight word vocabularies and are still decoding each word through partial letter–sound
correspondences. Third, even small differences in
text lengths and word density ratios will drastically
change the nature of the task at the time when students are making the transition to conventional
reading.
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Cognitive load: Text-level features
As the review of prominent perspectives on
text has described, scholarship on text structure in
the 1980s (see Anderson et al., 1985) influenced
perspectives on the beginning reading task.
Attention was directed to the manner in which
aspects of the text as a whole could be used to support beginning readers in developing independent
word-solving skills. Some scholars argued that predictable syntactic and story patterns permit beginning readers to access the task of reading and to
enjoy what was called “wholebook success”
(Goodman, 1968; Holdaway, 1979; Martin &
Brogan, 1971). Children who could not yet independently read and recognize words in the text
would be able to participate in the reading of whole
books by relying on the support provided by repeated sentence and story patterns, especially when
such reading was scaffolded by adults. Despite a
limited research base on how predictable syntactic
and story patterns support or detract from children’s development of independent word-solving
skills, these features were a primary characteristic in
initial texts of literature-based reading programs
(Hoffman et al., 1994). They are also prominent as
a basis for text leveling in guided reading with little
books (Fountas & Pinnell, 1999). Therefore, they
are included in the TExT model as features of text
that could potentially lower the cognitive demands
of reading by providing the support of repeated
syntactic and story patterns.
Whereas accessible books are viewed to have
predictable syntactic and story patterns at the early
levels, text-level features in the later levels often include considerations of genre—narrative and simple
expository text structures (Fountas & Pinnell,
1999). Much remains to be learned about how
narrative and informational text content influence
acquisition of independent word-solving skills
(Duke, 2000).
Another aspect of the text as a whole that has
been seen as lessening the cognitive load for beginning readers is the match between the illustrations
and the words in the text (Fountas & Pinnell, 1999).
Texts where illustrations support the identification of
key words on a page are viewed as those appropriate
for the beginning levels of guided reading. By the
end of first grade, illustrations should enhance
meaning but should not ensure precise word solving.
Research suggests that first graders with independent
word-solving skills do not rely on illustrations
(Samuels, 1970). At the same time, the argument
that cognitive load is lessened by illustrations for
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beginning readers is a logical one. Further, since current beginning texts have engaging illustrations, attention to this text feature was deemed a necessary
part of the present analysis of the relationship between texts and the acquisition of independent
word-solving skills.

The current study
The current study was a quasiexperimental investigation of the efficacy of the TExT model in supporting the acquisition of word-solving skills in first
grade. Students in the intervention condition read
from little books selected and sequenced according
to the TExT model described in the preceding section. Teachers in the comparison classrooms continued to use the district-adopted, literature-based basal
anthology textbook program with their students.
Quasiexperimental research designs were first
described by Campbell and Stanley (1963), who noted that there are many natural social settings into
which researchers could introduce something like an
experimental design, even though they might lack full
control over the experimental stimuli that make a true
experiment possible. Quasiexperimental designs also
differ from true experiments due to nonrandom assignment to the intervention condition. Threats to
validity due to lack of random assignment and perfect
control can be greatly reduced by (a) establishing a
comparison group and (b) administering a pretest
showing nonsignificant differences in the dependent
variable of interest (Shadish, Cook, & Campbell,
2002). Both these precautions were taken in this
study, as will be described in the method section.
Despite this, causal explanations can only be
tentatively generated in the quasiexperimental study
because comparison groups might differ from the intervention groups in ways other than the presence of
the independent variable. Therefore, in interpreting
the results, alternative causal explanations should be
considered systematically before attributing the observed effect to the manipulated variable. In this
study, the variable of interest was the text-based curriculum. However, because the study was conducted
in real classrooms, other causal explanations for observed effects—such as quality of instruction, teacher
experience, and amount of instructional time spent
on reading these texts—should be considered in interpreting the results presented in this article. These
alternative explanations are considered in the discussion section of the article.
This article reports the answers to four research
questions:
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1. What are the differences between the characteristics of a
little book curriculum (resequenced according to the
TExT model) and a prominent literature-based basal anthology series in terms of the tasks they pose to beginning readers?
2. Is the resequenced little book curriculum effective in scaffolding independent word-solving skills relative to the
progress made in a literature-based basal anthology
curriculum?
3. Are the effects of this curriculum different for children at
different reading levels?
4. Are there differences in the percentage of children who attain grade-level benchmarks in the two groups?

Method
Site and participants
The participants in this study were 75 first
graders (100% African American; 50% on reducedcost or free lunch program) and their teachers, all
from four first-grade classrooms of a K–5 inner-city
charter school in the midwestern United States. The
school was selected for its location in a high-poverty
district and, similar to other schools in the district,
its use of a prominent literature-based basal anthology program, Houghton Mifflin’s Invitations to
Literacy (Cooper et al., 1998). During the year of
the project, this textbook program was the most
widely purchased by U.S. schools (Education Market
Research, 2000). Furthermore, this program presents
research evidence that it has been effective in an
inner-city school system with similar demographics
to the district in which the target school was located
(Houghton Mifflin, 2002).
This textbook program includes little books,
and several other little book programs were available
in the classrooms and the school’s resource room.
Observations made during the semester and the year
prior to the study indicated that little use was made
of these little books. Teachers in all four first-grade
classrooms relied almost exclusively on the literaturebased basal anthology program for reading lessons.
Preliminary observations conducted in these
classrooms revealed that all four teachers had distinctive styles of instruction around texts. Two courses of
action were possible: (a) to control the instructional
styles of the four teachers in some way and (b) to describe and account for differences between them.
The first option—controlling instruction—was rejected due to several reasons. First, such control is
difficult to implement in real classroom settings.
Second, instructional flexibility simulates non-
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research situations, in which particular series of
books are used according to teacher discretion and
design, providing a more realistic picture of the effect of the texts. Finally, the impact of the text-based
curricula being compared would have been confounded by the use of a specific instructional design.
Therefore, the second option—describing and
accounting for instructional variability—was selected
as more appropriate for this study. To provide a safety measure for the validity of the study, teacher experience was controlled in assigning the four first-grade
classrooms to the intervention and comparison classrooms. To each of these conditions was assigned the
classroom of a first-year teacher and of a teacher with
between four and seven years of teaching experience.
In addition, classroom effects (within each text-based
condition) were examined statistically in the analyses,
as will be described in a later section.
Threats to the validity of the study were also
reduced by comparing students’ pretest scores on
reading of word lists and passages, adapted from the
Qualitative Reading Inventory (QRI). It was determined that the two groups (intervention and comparison) had similar levels of reading proficiency at
the initiation of the intervention.
Students in the two text-based conditions were
grouped into four reading achievement levels on the
basis of the pretest results: a very low group, a low
group, an average group, and a high group. Children
in the intervention classrooms (n = 39) were provided with little books over a 15-week period (January
through May). Children in the comparison classrooms (n = 36) continued to read out of the literaturebased basal anthology series already in use in their
classrooms.

The Ready Reader series was chosen because it
claims to balance phonics content and high-frequency
words with the leveling criteria of Reading Recovery
(Peterson, 1991): theme, picture–text match, predictability of text structure, and language style. This
is in contrast to prominent little book programs in
the marketplace (e.g., Celebration Press, 1997;
Wright Group/McGraw-Hill, 1996) that address
predictability but do not attend systematically to
other features of cognitive load or linguistic content.
Closer examination showed that certain wordlevel elements, such as word density ratios and word
decodability, had not been attended to in the design
of the Ready Reader program to the same extent as
had other features, such as rimes and predictable text
structures. Because the Ready Reader program had
approximately three times as many books as were
needed for the 15-week intervention period—300 in
the program as compared to the approximately 125
books needed for this intervention—specific titles
were selected and reordered to best approximate the
TExT model. The process of selecting and reordering the little books will be described in terms of the
two dimensions of the TExT model—linguistic content and cognitive load.

The curriculum and texts of the
intervention
As stated earlier, Houghton Mifflin’s
Invitations to Literacy (Cooper et al., 1998) was the
school’s adopted textbook program and served as the
primary reading texts in these classrooms. Children
in the two comparison group classrooms continued
to read out of this series. In this section, we describe
the texts used in the intervention group classrooms,
which needed to come from existing sources because
financial resources were not available to design, implement, and publish a set of original books based
on the theoretical framework. The texts were selected
from a little book program—Ready Readers (Juel,
Hiebert, & Englebretson, 1997).

Establishing linguistic content
While research is clear that focused linguistic
content (high-frequency words, rimes, and word
decodability) is critical to young children’s reading
success, research is less forthcoming on the ideal curriculum or specific sequence of such content that
should be followed. Prior to selecting little books
that matched features of linguistic content, we had
to establish the nature of an ideal curriculum in
terms of the selected features.
The critical linguistic content for interim
points in first grade was established from an analysis
of five prominent first-grade assessments that provide at least three levels (preprimer, primer, and end
of first grade) for first grade: (a) Developmental
Reading Assessment; (b) Gray Oral Reading Test
(GORT-4); (c) Basic Reading Inventory;
(d) Qualitative Reading Inventory (QRI); and
(e) Texas Primary Reading Inventory (TPRI). For
the end-of-first-grade level, four additional assessments that attend only to this level were used:
(a) TerraNova California Achievement Test (CAT-6);
(b) TerraNova Comprehensive Test of Basic Skills
(CTBS); (c) Gates–MacGinitie Reading Test; and
(d) Stanford Achievement Test (Sat-9).
The content for three milestones of first grade,
each representing the end of a trimester, was estab-
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lished through analyses of the preprimer, primer, and
first-grade assessments, respectively. The criterion for
linguistic content at a milestone (such as the
preprimer level) was a curriculum that accounted for
85% of the unique (distinct) words across the available assessments. The analyses revealed that, to be
successful at the preprimer level, children needed facility with 100 most frequent words and words with
simple-vowel patterns. At the primer level, they
needed to be facile with 200 most frequent words
and words with long-vowel patterns. For the end-offirst-grade level, children needed knowledge of 300
most frequent words and monosyllabic words with
complex and variant vowels.
The three levels of assessment capture end points
for phases of the first-grade curriculum: preprimer or
end of the first trimester, primer or end of the second
trimester, and first grade or end of the third trimester.
The development of the first milestone—reading at
the preprimer level—represented a substantial, qualitative change from emergent literacy behaviors to
conventional reading. In recognition of the substantial amount of growth required for the first milestone, the linguistic content associated with the
preprimer milestone was broken down into three
levels for the purposes of our study. Because the
other two milestones represented less substantial
changes, qualitatively, the linguistic content for the
primer and first-grade levels was broken down into
two levels each. The content for the seven levels of
linguistic content (three preprimer levels, two primer
levels, and two end-of-first-grade levels) is summa-
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rized in Table 1. Because levels were sufficiently differentiated and several texts were to be read each
week, the anticipation was that children would move
through several levels during the intervention.
The next step in the process was to identify the
appropriate texts from the Ready Reader program
that would support the designated linguistic content.
The goal was to identify approximately 20 texts for
each of the seven levels of linguistic content. The
300 texts in six levels of the Ready Reader program
were analyzed for the features of linguistic content
with the TExT Analyzer, a HyperCard program that
provided summary data on the total number of
words, the number of unique words, and the number of repetitions of unique words as well as linguistic features of words (Hiebert & Martin, 2002).
In establishing linguistic content of a text, the
TExT Analyzer provided the ranking of the frequency of a word according to Carroll et al. (1971) and
was confirmed, through the first 300 words, with the
more recent Zeno, Ivens, Millard, and Duvvuri
(1995) list. Next, the decodability of unique (distinct) words was established. Because many of the
high-frequency words have irregular vowel patterns,
particularly in the first 100, high-frequency words
were excluded from the analysis of word decodability.
The TExT Analyzer assigned points on an 8-point
scale to the continuum of vowel patterns described
earlier: (a) simple long-vowel words (e.g., go);
(b) simple short-vowel without blends or digraphs
(e.g., at, cat); (c) simple short-vowel with blends or
digraphs (e.g., glad, chat); (d) long-vowel represented

TABLE 1
CHARACTERISTICS OF LEVELS OF LITTLE BOOKS AND OF LITERATURE-BASED BASAL
ANTHOLOGIES: LINGUISTIC CONTENT

Program Level
Little books
1
2
3 (Preprimer)
4
5 (Primer)
6
7 (End of first grade)

Target
Instantiation of rimes with
High-frequency
Phonically regular
linguistic
target phonics content
curriculum (percentage)
curriculum (percentage)
content
Multisyllabic
Unique
100
200
300
Simple Long Complex (percentage) (percentage) Rimes Instantiations words (%)
25
32
23
17
15
16
11

—
—
—
14
11
13
9

—
—
—
—
—
9
7

44
35
38
31
28
20
20

—
—
—
13
17
16
15

—
—
—
—
10
13

69
67
61
75
71
84
75

6
7
13
16
14
17
25

5
10
32
60
76
115
100

4.0
3.2
3.0
3.2
3.6
3.2
3.4

32
23
34
43
35
41
41

Literature-based basal anthology
4–5 (Primer)
23
6
22
7 (End of first grade)
20

13
14
16

—
10
8

15
14
14

11
8
9

—
6
4

62
74
71

29
25
26

15
28
36

2.5
2.5
2.7

17
22
25
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by two graphemes, without blends or digraphs (e.g.,
meet, ride); (e) long-vowel represented by two
graphemes, with blends or digraphs (e.g., gleam,
shine); (f) r-controlled vowels (e.g., car); (g) vowel
diphthongs (e.g., oil) and variant vowels (e.g., bread);
and (h) multisyllabic words (e.g., geranium). For purposes of analyses, the first three categories are presented together as simple vowel patterns, the next two
categories as long-vowel patterns, categories (f) and
(g) as complex vowel patterns, and multisyllabic
words have their own classification. Finally, the TExT
Analyzer was programmed to identify all words with
the same rime.
The initial aim was to identify little books with
85% of the distinct words meeting each of the seven
levels of linguistic content described earlier.
However, analyses quickly indicated that this level
could not be attained. Two criteria were then established. The first was to achieve a minimum level of
65% of the unique words representing the core curriculum. Another objective was for the average number of unique words that were multisyllabic and that
occurred a single time in a text not to exceed 10%.
The manner in which the texts of the little book
program matched the core linguistic curriculum is
summarized in Table 1. The characteristics of the
texts from the literature-based basal anthology are
also summarized in Table 1. Because the comparison
teachers were following the basal anthology sequentially from the beginning to the end of the school

year, the 15-week period of the study conducted
during the second half of first grade coincided with
the primer (4–5) and end-of-first-grade (6–7) levels.
As can be seen in Table 1, the criterion of 65%
of the words in either the high-frequency or phonetically regular word curriculum was achieved for all
but one level of the little book curriculum—level 3.
The repetition of rimes with different onsets (i.e.,
instantiations of rimes) also determined the selection
of texts from the little book program. As the data in
Table 1 show, 36% of the unique words across the
seven levels were members of word families with at
least two different onsets (the criterion for inclusion
in this category). The objective was to have at least
one third of the unique words instantiate common
rimes at particular levels of the little books. By contrast, 21% of the unique words at the three levels of
the literature-based basal anthology program met
this criterion.

Establishing cognitive load
Once texts had been sorted for linguistic content, they were examined for cognitive load. Cognitive
load features were used to sort texts in the little book
program, within levels with similar linguistic content
(such as levels 1 through 3). Cognitive load features of
the 125 little books and the texts from the literaturebased basal anthology are presented in Table 2.

TABLE 2
CHARACTERISTICS OF LEVELS OF LITTLE BOOKS AND OF LITERATURE-BASED BASAL
ANTHOLOGIES: COGNITIVE LOAD

Program Level

Repetitions Text and sentence
New unique Total words New unique words per word
structure
words per text per text
per 100 words
(M)
(Rating)

Picture
support
(percentage of
total words)

MS
singletons
(percentage)

Little books
1
2
3 (Preprimer)
4
5 (Primer)
6
7 (End of first grade)

6
12
16
19
25
39
43

23
43
78
110
155
229
386

26
28
21
17
16
17
11

4
4
5
6
6
6
9

5
5
4.3
3.1
2.6
2.3
1

28
24
21
18
13
5
7

6
6
5
9
8
8
9

Literature-based basal anthology
4–5 (Primer)
6
7 (End of first grade)

66
81
96

228
243
325

29
33
29

3
3
3

3.2
1.5
1.9

19
11
15

21
21
19
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The first cognitive load feature considered was
the number of new unique words per text. Because
texts with fewer unique words had fewer total words,
the number of total words also increased through the
levels. Because a core group of high-frequency words
accounts for a large portion of the total words of a
text, longer texts tend to have higher repetitions of
high-frequency words. These repetitions can be as
high as 10 to 25 repetitions per high-frequency
word. At the earlier levels, a minimum of four repetitions per distinct word was set as the target for text
selection.
The second cognitive load feature considered
was word decodability—viewed in this model as a feature that overlaps between linguistic content and cognitive load. Details about the word decodability
features of the two curricula are presented in the preceding section on linguistic content and summarized
in Table 1. One feature of word decodability that is
potentially very significant to the cognitive load of a
text is the proportion of text composed of single occurring multisyllabic words, referred to here as singletons. The proportion of singleton words in texts in
the two curricula are presented in Table 2.
Finally, text-level features were also considered
in assessing the cognitive load of the two curricula.
To describe the first text-level feature—predictability
of sentence-text structure—a scheme with a proven
record of reliability in coding from previous research
was used (Hoffman et al., 1994). As described by
Hoffman et al., two raters classified each text for the
presence (yes) or absence (no) of nine features of predictability: repeated pattern, familiar concepts, cues
from text for vocabulary, rhyme, rhythm, alliteration, cumulative pattern, familiar song/story, and familiar sequence. These ratings were used to establish
a holistic score from 5 (highly predictable text where
multiple features are present) to 1 (no evidence of
predictable characteristics). Interrater agreement in
choice of final category was high at 92%. As can be
seen in Table 2, texts in the little book and literaturebased basal anthology programs had a similar rating
for predictability at the primer level where both attained an average rating of 3. This rating signifies
predictability through the prominent use of one or
two features, such as a repeated pattern of sentences
or phrases or a cumulative sequence in the Hoffman
et al. (1994) scale. While the texts of the little book
program steadily showed a decrease in predictable
features through the first-grade levels, the texts of the
literature-based basal anthology program vacillated.
Some of the texts in the literature-based basal anthology program continued to be highly predictable
even at the end of first grade.
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In addition to the sentence and story structures
of the texts, text genre was established. Approximately
82% of the little books used in the intervention were
simple narratives, while the other 18% consisted of
expository texts. The scarcity of informational texts in
early grades has been noted by Duke (2000) and is
reflected in this curriculum. There was no clear trend
in the proportion of narrative to expository text
structures across the seven levels of the curriculum.
On the other hand, the nature of the narratives
changed across the levels. Earlier levels had predictable texts with simple story lines, while by levels 6
and 7, most of the narratives had more complex story
lines and consisted of a preponderance of folk tales.
The literature-based basal anthology texts read
by the comparison group children during the course
of this study consisted entirely of narratives. These
texts were incorporated into the basal anthology program from children’s trade books and consisted of
rich story lines and illustrations.
To establish the second aspect of text-level
features—picture–text match—a scheme needed to
be developed for this study. The technique that was
chosen involved the number of words that adults
wrote down in a 30-second exposure to a two-page
spread of a text’s illustrations. The exact matches between words generated and the words on the page
(or hits) were established. The picture–text match
was the number of hits divided by the number of
words on the page. For example, if raters identified
the word dog from the illustrations associated with
the sentence “My pet dog is sick,” the picture–text
match would be one word out of five (i.e., 20%).
Two experienced teachers who were unfamiliar
with the texts and with the project responded to the
illustrations on the middle two-page spread of each
of the 125 little books and the 12 literature-based
basal anthology texts used in the two conditions.
Texts from the seven levels of the little book texts
and the three levels represented by the literaturebased basal anthology texts were presented in a randomized order to the raters over five sessions. The
raters were given 30 seconds per page to list all of the
words that were elicited from the illustration.
An average of hits by the two raters was established for each of the 125 texts of the little book
intervention and for the 12 texts in the anthology
condition. The average percentage for picture–text
match across the texts at a level is included in Table
2. As can be seen, the number of words that could
be named from pictures in the little book program
was approximately 1 of 4 or 5 words in the
preprimer levels, about 1 of 6 to 8 words at the
primer levels, and about 1 of 20 to 25 words at the
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end-of-first-grade level. The support provided by
pictures was fairly consistent and remained at a moderate level—1 of every 8 words—in the texts of the
literature-based basal anthology program.

the groups in Ms. Lindbergh’s classroom are part of the
low-, average-, and high-achieving groups.
The curriculum, as described earlier, was differentiated into seven levels—three corresponding to
the preprimer level, and two each to the primer and
end-of-first-grade levels. Each of the four groups of
children started the intervention at different levels
on this curriculum. For example, the very lowachieving readers started reading texts at the beginning of the first level of the curriculum while the
average-achieving readers started reading texts at the
third level. Once started at a particular point along
the continuum, each group of students was provided
with five little books per week from that level forward until all the books at that particular level had
been exhausted. Following this, they were moved up
to the next (higher) level of the curriculum, and so
on, until the end of the intervention. For example,
the very low-achieving readers moved from reading
books at the first (beginning preprimer) level of the
curriculum to reading books at the fourth (primer)
level of the curriculum over the course of the 15week intervention.
The maximum number of titles provided to
each group of readers across the intervention was
75 (5 little books per week over 15 weeks). As will
be described in the next section, children in the
two intervention classrooms read different numbers
of little books over the course of the 15-week intervention due to different instructional decisions
made by their teachers. In the classroom of Ms.
Lindbergh, the instructional cycle with little books
occurred over a five-day period each week, such
that all children in this classroom read the 5 new
little books provided each week. This resulted in a
total of 75 titles read across the 15-week intervention period per student. In the classroom of Ms.
Riley, the instructional cycle with little books occurred over a three-day period each week, with a
fourth day allocated for browsing new little book
titles and revisiting old titles. Because children
could browse and replace books—both new and
old titles—at will on the fourth day of the week,
the number of books was counted as the 3 titles
that students read as part of the instructional,
three-day cycle (i.e., 45 titles across the 15-week
intervention period per student).
To account for potential differences in performance caused by the different amounts of total text
read by students in these two classrooms, posttest
scores were analyzed for classroom effects, as will be
described in a later section. Despite differences in the
total number of little books read in the two intervention classrooms, the features of texts read in any giv-

Documenting texts read in the two conditions
One of the two investigators observed in each
classroom three times weekly during the study. As
part of the observations, the investigator noted the
texts that students read. On the days that the investigator did not visit, teachers kept a log of the texts
read by their students. The logs of teachers and investigators were used to establish the total text-based
reading curriculum—that is, the reading texts that
students experienced over the study.
Both teachers in the comparison classrooms
used the district-selected Houghton Mifflin textbook program (Cooper et al., 1998). The classes
proceeded at slightly different paces through the
anthology, although they followed the sequence of
selections presented in the instructions of these literature-based basal anthologies. Ms. Sumter (all
names are pseudonyms), the first comparison
teacher, used the textbook anthology for whole-class
instruction. The second comparison teacher, Ms.
Jarrod, had three reading groups that were at different places in the anthology when the study started
midyear. By the end of the study, the high-achieving
group in Ms. Jarrod’s class and all of the students in
Ms. Sumter’s class had read the same 12 selections
in the anthology. The average-achieving group in
Ms. Jarrod’s class had read 11 selections and the
low-achieving group had read 10. All selections were
read in the sequence suggested by the basal program. When these 12, 11, and 10 selections were
divided across the three time periods, the text features were not substantially different for the low-,
average-, and high-achieving groups in Ms. Jarrod’s
classroom and for Ms. Sumter’s class. To ensure clarity of presentation, the text-based curriculum presented in this article for the comparison students
consisted of the 12 selections that were read by all of
one class and 35% of the second class. For 65% of
the second class, the total numbers of words read
were somewhat lower. The types of words read,
however, were similar.
In the intervention classrooms, students were assigned little books according to their achievement level
on the initial assessment. Each class had three groups,
but the initial achievement levels were different in the
two classrooms. The groups in Ms. Riley’s classroom
are part of the very low-, low-, and high-achieving
groups in the subsequent presentation of data, while
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en week were similar for children in each reading
group across these classrooms.

Instructional context
The instructional context of text use is an important determinant of its impact on reading acquisition. In this section, a brief overview of important
similarities and differences in the instructional contexts of text use across the four classrooms is presented. These similarities and differences are summarized
in Table 3.

Instruction in the intervention classrooms
The content of the intervention centered on
the change from the district’s adopted textbooks to
the curriculum-based little books. Intervention
teachers were asked to commit to providing their
students with three to five little books per week consistently for a period of 15 weeks. In addition, teachers were requested to ensure that children read books
at their reading levels. They were provided with multiple copies of the 125 little books that had been lev-
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eled according to the designated curriculum. They
were also apprised of the investigators’ evaluations of
students, based on the initial assessments, relative to
the seven levels at the beginning of the 15-week
intervention period.
The two teachers—Ms. Lindbergh (more experienced) and Ms. Riley (first-year teacher)—were
given flexibility in how they organized their classrooms for the little book sessions and in the instruction that they provided around the little books.
Instruction in the two intervention classrooms had
several important similarities and differences, as is
highlighted in Table 3.
Both the teachers used the little books in 25to 30-minute time blocks. Children in both classrooms read one little book per day. Ms. Lindbergh
allocated time to read the little books on all five days
of the week, while children in Ms. Riley’s classroom
read little books on three days of the week, with a
fourth lesson scheduled for review and browsing
time for old and new titles.
Although children had been identified as belonging to four different reading achievement levels

TABLE 3
FEATURES OF INSTRUCTIONAL CONTEXT IN THE FOUR CLASSROOMS
Comparison group
Ms. Sumter

Intervention group
Ms. Lindbergh
Ms. Riley

Features

Ms. Jarrod

Reading of focal text

Basal
(1 hour a day, 5 days a
week)

Basal
(1 hour a day, 5 days a
week)

Little books
(25 to 30 minutes a day,
5 days a week)

Little books
(25 to 30 minutes a day,
4 days a week)

Phonics/word work

Daily (integrated into
1-hour block with basal
reading)

Daily
(30 minutes a day)

Daily
(30 minutes a day)

Not conducted

Writing

Daily minilessons
integrated into 1-hour
block with basal reading.
Worksheets completed in
response to basal reading.

Writing workshop
Writing workshops
approximately once a week approximately 1 to 2 times
(45 minutes a day). Daily
a week (30 minutes a day).
worksheet activity in
response to basal reading
integrated into 1-hour basal
block.

Writing workshop observed
only twice over course of
intervention.
No other writing
instruction observed.

Read-alouds with trade
books

No

Approximately once a week Daily
(approximately 20 minutes) (approximately 10 to 15
minutes)

Observed only three times
over course of intervention

Worksheets

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

Daily time allocated to all
literacy lessons

1 hour

90 minutes on days
without writing/readalouds. Approximately 100
minutes a day when weekly
writing and read-aloud
time are averaged in.

70 to 75 minutes a day on
days without writing
workshop.
80 to 85 minutes a day
when weekly writing time
is averaged in.

25 to 30 minutes a day

Grouping

Three small groups

Whole class

Three small groups

Three small groups
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(very low, low, average, and high), there was only
one very low reader in Ms. Lindbergh’s classroom.
She, therefore, elected to have the very low-achieving
reader read the little books assigned to the lowachieving group in her class to aid class management. For the same reason, Ms. Riley had the three
average-achieving readers in her class join the highachieving group. Thus each teacher worked with
three adjusted reading groups in her class.
While both teachers chose to use the little
books in semi-independent formats, there were some
important differences in instruction around texts in
these two classrooms. In Ms. Lindbergh’s classroom,
a daily session began with students locating the little
books that were designated for their group for that
week. They spent the daily session reading one new
book and one or two books that they had read previously either independently or with partners. As in
the comparison classrooms where audiotaped versions of the texts were available, audiotaped versions
of the little books were made available to intervention teachers. Children of different levels spent at
least one or two sessions weekly listening to one or
more of the designated books for the week. Ms.
Lindbergh also met with each of the three little book
groups once a week. During these sessions, she discussed strategies as students encountered unknown
words in their reading of a particular little book.
When she was not reading with one of the three
groups, she moved from group to group and listened
to individuals read from the little books.
In Ms. Riley’s intervention classroom, students
in each group read a different little book on each of
the three days of the week. The specific book for
each group was distributed at the beginning of a session, and students read with Ms. Riley, with partners
in their group, or following along with an audiotaped version. Ms. Riley spent the entire session with
a different group on each of the three days. These
small group sessions were devoted to round-robin
reading with few comments about strategies or content. On the fourth day of the week, all students in
the class reviewed their books from that week,
browsed new (as yet unread) titles, or engaged in
word-card activities based on the little books they
had read that week.
Table 3 provides information on what the literacy curriculum as a whole looked like in these two
classrooms. It is important to note that the little
book lessons took the place of the main reading lesson in both classrooms, even though the researchers
did not stipulate this. In addition to the little book
lesson, Ms. Lindbergh continued to provide daily
whole-class phonics lessons that typically consisted

of a making-words activity. She also read aloud from
a children’s trade book every morning for approximately 10 to 15 minutes. Ms. Riley had been struggling to put a literacy curriculum in place in her
classroom prior to the introduction of the little
books. During the period of the intervention, her
reading instruction consisted primarily of work with
the little books described in this section. She rarely
conducted read-alouds, with only three instances of
this activity observed during the intervention period.

Instruction in the comparison classrooms
In the comparison classrooms, children read
approximately one text from the literature-based basal
anthology per week in lessons that averaged an hour
per day. The more experienced teacher, Ms. Jarrod, allocated a different text weekly to students according to
their membership in one of three achievement groups.
The lowest group was given more time with a selection before being moved on to the next one (approximately seven to eight days per selection), while the
higher groups moved at a slightly faster pace through
the selections (approximately three to five days per selection). Ms. Jarrod integrated minilessons on writing
and spelling skills and grammar with these daily hourlong sessions, so that approximately 35 to 40 minutes
per day were spent on reading the anthology selections
and 20 to 25 minutes were spent on the minilessons.
Some of the minilessons were connected to the focal
text being read that day (e.g., spelling lessons) while
others were not connected to it (e.g., grammar
lessons). Difficult words from the anthology selections
were selected as the spelling words for the week and
were displayed prominently on a word tower for each
group. Prior to reading the literature-based basal anthologies, children practiced naming the words of the
week and wrote them down several times in an effort
to memorize the spellings. After reading the literaturebased basal anthology selections, they were often assigned seat work with worksheets that required some
written response to the story.
The first-year teacher, Ms. Sumter, moved students through the texts on a whole-class basis, with
no small-group work. On the first day of the week,
she read the text to the whole class as they followed
along. The remaining sessions of the week were devoted to rereading the text along with an audiotape
or with partners. The work with the literature-based
basal anthologies took up approximately an hour of
instructional time, including postreading seat work
with worksheets. As in Ms. Jarrod’s class, children
were asked to memorize a list of difficult words from
the anthology selections as their spelling words of
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the week. In addition to this one hour, Ms. Sumter
also spent approximately half an hour per day conducting a phonics lesson. At this time, she focused
(using a variety of exercises and activities) on teaching and reinforcing letter–sound relationships, paying more attention as the year progressed to blends
and digraphs, and word endings. She also had a list
of high-frequency words in her class, which she referred to on occasion and had the children memorize. In addition to this, Ms. Sumter conducted
writing workshops approximately once a week that
averaged 45 minutes in length. During this time,
children were engaged in free writing or in smallgroup writing projects.
Similar to the pattern in the intervention classrooms, weekly visits by the investigator to the two
comparison classrooms were followed by a discussion
with teachers regarding students’ performances on
the instructional texts. The different aspects of the
literacy curriculum in Ms. Jarrod’s and Ms. Sumter’s
classes are summarized in Table 3.

Assessments
Narrative texts and word lists from the QRI
were used as the pre- and posttest assessments. The
QRI begins with a text for the preprimer level, followed by texts for the primer and end-of-first-grade
levels. Pilot testing with the previous cohort of first
graders in the spring of the year had shown that the
preprimer level was too difficult for a portion of the
cohort. Consequently, a number of texts were pilot
tested to identify two that could precede the
preprimer as an assessment. Of this set of texts, two
were found to be easier than the preprimer text of
the QRI. Further, these two texts elicited different
performances from beginning readers. That is, the
first text was easier than the second text and both
were easier than the preprimer text of the QRI. The
first text was entitled Monster Mop (Mark, 1997) and
the second was Good Girl (Jacobs, 1997). These two
texts were administered to students who were unable
to attain 90% accuracy on the preprimer-level passage of the QRI.
The narrative forms of the QRI passages were
used for both the pretest and posttest. This choice
was made because of the lack of equivalence of the
QRI narrative passages in difficulty. Further, the
time gap between the two administrations was sufficient so that rarely did a child end up reading the
same passage (due to greater proficiency by the end
of first grade).
The word lists on the QRI are drawn from the
passages that are used to assess oral reading and com-
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prehension. To ensure that the test (administered in
a single sitting) would not be too lengthy for students at the end of grade 1, 15 words were chosen
for each level of word list rather than the 20 words
provided by the QRI. Words were grouped according to frequency in each component word list, and
words were randomly chosen from these groups for
inclusion on the final list. For example, on the QRI
primer list, when words were grouped according to
membership within the 100 most frequent words
and the 101 to 300 most frequent words, they yielded a ratio of 2:3. The same ratio of 2:3 from each of
these two frequency ranges was maintained in selecting the final list of 15 words.
To further check the validity of the final 15
words selected for inclusion in each word list, a
second process was initiated to establish the comparability of the QRI list to the Test of Word
Recognition Efficiency (TOWRE), a frequently
used measure of word recognition. This analysis
showed that the first three word lists (associated
with grade 1 levels of preprimer, primer, and endof-first-grade) represented the same range of vocabulary as the group of words that are associated
with the standard score for first-grade proficiency
on the TOWRE. Distributions of the words on the
three lists were as follows: 49% from the 100 most
frequent words, 33% from the 200 to 300 most
frequent words, and 18% from the 400 to 1,000
most frequent words.
Both the QRI word lists and passages yield scores
that are ordered but discontinuous. In order to create
an equivalent scale, students were assigned a score for
the final level that they read. If students read the first
early literacy text, Monster Mop, with appropriate levels
of fluency and accuracy but failed to attain criteria on
the second early literacy text, they were assigned a score
of 1. Successful performance on the second early literacy text, Good Girl, but not on the third text, which was
the preprimer text of the QRI, was scored as 2. The
QRI levels were scored as 3 (preprimer), 4 (primer), 5
(first grade), 6 (second grade), 7 (third grade), and 8
(fourth grade). No student attained the criteria of accuracy, fluency, and comprehension beyond the
fourth-grade text of the QRI. A similar procedure was
used for scoring the word lists. With the word lists,
however, the lowest score was 1 for the preprimer word
list of the QRI, and the highest score was 6 for the
fourth-grade word lists.

Formation of performance groups
Pretest scores were used to assign students in
each condition to four reading achievement levels:
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very low, low, average, and high. Although reading
on word lists and passages was highly correlated
(r = .80) at the time of the pretests, children were
reading on a slightly higher level on the word lists
than on the passages.
Group formation also involved teachers’ evaluations of student reading performances. Teachers
were asked to evaluate their students’ achievement
as low, average, or high. Teachers evaluated averageachieving readers as those reading at primer level
on word lists and at preprimer text level in
December. The remaining groups were established
in relation to the average group. Because of the
range of achievement below the average level indicated by teachers, low and very low groups were
formed. The low-achieving group consisted of children who were reading at passage 2, and the very
low-achieving group was reading at or below passage 1. The high-achieving group also had substantial variation. For class organizational purposes,
however, all students who were reading at or above

a primer-level text were assigned to the highachieving group.

Results
Results are presented for each of the four research questions that this study addressed: (a) comparisons between curricula, (b) group performances
as a function of condition, (c) effects by reading levels, and (d) attainment of grade-level benchmarks.

Comparisons between curricula
Post-hoc comparisons were made between the
weekly text-based curricula for the four intervention
groups (very low, low, average, high) and the comparison group. Data on text features were clustered
into three five-week segments, representing the beginning, middle, and final phases of the 15-week
intervention. Data on linguistic content and cognitive load are presented in Table 4.

TABLE 4
TEXT-BASED CURRICULUM: TEXT FEATURES FOR INTERVENTION AND COMPARISON
GROUPS AT THREE TIMES

Words per week

Repeated words
per week
(percentage)

Multisyllabic
words (percentage
of total words)

Words derived
from multiply
instantiated
rimes (percentage
of total words)

Very low-achieving little books
Beginning
Middle
End

161
255
361

84
85
89

12
16
12

23
21
25

19
27
40

Low-achieving little books
Beginning
Middle
End

267
520
653

84
87
86

11
18
20

26
27
27

26
44
58

Average-achieving little books
Beginning
Middle
End

327
707
1048

85
87
89

14
20
27

26
27
25

34
60
69

High-achieving little books
Beginning
Middle
End

532
1060
1692

85
89
90

16
26
36

28
26
26

50
70
85

213
243
307

70
69
65

32
34
29

7
9
16

26
39
39

Literature-based basal anthology
Beginning
Middle
End

Unique highfrequency
words
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Linguistic content

Cognitive load

The two curricula were analyzed for differences
in three features of linguistic content: word decodability, rimes, and high-frequency words. In terms of
word decodability, the percentage of multisyllabic
words within a corpus indicates the difficulty of a
text’s linguistic content for beginning readers because
many of these words incorporate one or more
blends, digraphs, or complex vowel combinations.
As the data on multisyllabic words in Table 4
demonstrate, the little book curriculum showed a
progression in the difficulty level of the words introduced. In contrast, an average of 32% of the unique
words in the literature-based basal anthology texts
consisted of multisyllabic words from the first
through the last time period. The percentages of
multisyllabic words differed most for the intervention’s very low- and low-achievement groups: 12% to
15% of the words in the very low-achieving group
curriculum and 11% to 20% in the low-achieving
group curriculum relative to the 32% on average for
the literature-based basal anthology group.
In addition to word decodability, the percentage of unique words with shared rimes was analyzed.
Table 4 summarizes the percentage of text derived
from multiply instantiated rimes, that is, rimes with
more than one onset. The literature-based basal anthology selections introduced children to fewer rimes
with more than one onset than the four little book
curricula. Further, these rimes were repeated fewer
times in the weekly literature-based basal anthology
curriculum (3.5 to 5 repetitions per rime), as compared to all levels of the little book curricula (7 to 10
repetitions per rime). Therefore, a smaller percentage
of the text was made up of these multiply instantiated rimes in the anthology selections (7% to 16%)
than in the little book curriculum (21% to 28%).
The analysis of the presence of the 100 most
frequent words in written English (Carroll et al.,
1971) revealed that the overall proportion of highfrequency words in texts did not differ across the different curricula on a weekly basis, averaging approximately 40% to 50% of the total text. However, the
approaches did differ in the number of unique or
distinct high-frequency words that children were expected to read each week. Except for the very lowachieving group, texts in all other intervention groups
had more distinct high-frequency words per week
than the literature-based basal anthology group texts.
That is, the intervention group saw more examples of
high-frequency words than students in the literaturebased basal anthology group.

As can be seen in Table 4, children in all intervention groups (except for the very low-achieving
group) read more words per week than those in the
comparison group. These words were distributed over
a greater number of texts in the intervention condition than in the literature-based basal anthology condition. On average, students in the intervention
group read three to five little books per week, totaling
15 to 25 little books per five-week period, while
those in the anthology condition read approximately
four texts during the same time period. Even though
individual little books were considerably shorter than
individual anthology selections in the first two periods, the provision of more texts in the little book
condition meant that intervention students were exposed to more total words over the 15-week study.
Despite the difficulty of finding texts with consistent word density ratios for particular levels within
the Ready Reader program, data in Table 4 show
that a higher percentage of words was repeated in the
little books than in the anthology texts: between
85% and 90% of all words in the former relative to
65% to 70% of the words in the latter. In particular,
fewer words appeared a single time in the little book
curriculum than in the literature-based basal anthology curriculum: 20% as compared to 30% to 35%.
While the little book program did not provide a
built-in, consistent progression in word density ratios across time and groups, the program did provide
a greater degree of word repetition during a specific
week than literature-based basal anthology texts read
during a comparable time period.

Group performances as a function of
condition
Students’ performances on the QRI word lists
and texts from the beginning to the end of the intervention period were used to establish the effectiveness of the two conditions. Analyses of covariance
(ANCOVA) were conducted for each of the measures (word lists and text reading) to establish differences in mean posttest scores, using the pretest scores
as the covariates. The ANCOVAs were conducted
using a nested design—2  (4)  3 (Text-Type 
[Teachers/Classrooms Nested within Text-Type] 
Reading Level). The very low- and low-achieving
reading groups were combined for these analyses and
identified in terms of a broader category of struggling readers. Table 5 presents means on the two
tasks by text condition, including adjusted means for
the intervention and comparison groups that ac-
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knowledge the comparison group’s somewhat higher
(although not statistically different) pretest performances on both the word and text measures.
The main effect for treatment was significant,
p < .01, for the word reading F (1, 4) = 16.6, and
passage reading tasks, F (1, 4) = 10.6. An examination of the means in Table 5 indicates that the students in the little book condition had higher means
on both the word list and passage measures than students in the anthology condition during the posttest
assessments. The group reading little books improved by 2.8 text levels as a result of the intervention, while the group reading from literature-based
basal anthology selections improved by 1.8 text levels
during the same period of time. At the end of the 15
weeks, intervention group students were reading, on
average, second-grade-level passages, while comparison students were reading first-grade-level passages.

Effects by reading levels
The main effect for reading level was not significant for either the passage, F (2, 4) = 2.56, or
word reading tasks, F (2, 4) = 3.01, although it approached significance on the latter, p = .06. In considering the average gains on the word list made by
the three achievement groups across the two text
conditions, the greatest gains were made by the highachieving students (an average of 1.9 levels), while
the average achievers made the smallest gains, increasing on average by 1.4 levels. The interaction for
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text condition by achievement level for both the
word and the passage reading tasks was not statistically significant. While achievement groups in the
literature-based basal anthology condition did not
make gains as large as those of students in the little
book condition, students of the same achievement
group made comparable gains relative to other
achievement groups of their condition.
The plot lines in Figures 1 and 2 afford an
opportunity to make comparisons across reading
levels—that is, how did the different groups of readers perform relative to one another?
An examination of Figures 1 and 2 reveals that
the trajectory of progress was steeper for all levels of
intervention group readers on both the word lists
and the passage reading tasks. The intervention
group very low- and low-achieving readers were
reading at similar levels to the comparison group
average readers on both tasks by the time of the
posttest. On the passage reading task, the averageachieving readers in the intervention group had
mean scores that were very close to the mean scores
of high-achieving readers of the comparison group.
These results indicate that each level of intervention
readers was performing more in line with the higher
level of the comparison group readers than with the
group in which they had started out in December.
Teacher/classroom effect was examined by
nesting it as an independent variable within the text
type. Effects for word reading, F (2, 4) = 1.02, and
for text reading, F (2, 4) = 6.23, were statistically

TABLE 5
MEANS (AND STANDARD DEVIATIONS) FOR PRETEST AND POSTTEST SCORES BY
READING LEVEL AND TEXT CONDITION
Word lists
Groups

Passage reading

Pretest

Posttest

Pretest

Posttest

Intervention group
Struggling (n = 16)
Average (n = 10)
High (n = 13)
Total (n = 39)
Adjusted mean

1.2 (0.4)
2.0 (0.0)
2.9 (0.6)
2.0 (0.8)

3.1 (0.4)
3.9 (0.6)
5.5 (0.8)
4.1 (1.2)
4.2

1.7 (1.0)
3.0 (0.0)
4.9 (1.1)
3.1 (1.6)

4.9 (0.8)
6.0 (0.5)
7.1 (1.0)
5.9 (1.2)
6.0

Comparison group
Struggling (n = 15)
Average (n = 7)
High (n = 14)
Total (n = 36)
Adjusted mean

1.3 (0.5)
2.0 (0.0)
3.7 (1.1)
2.4 (1.4)

2.6 (0.6)
3.1 (0.7)
4.9 (1.6)
3.6 (1.5)
3.4

1.7 (1.0)
3.0 (0.0)
5.4 (1.3)
3.4 (2.0)

3.9 (1.5)
5.3 (1.3)
6.6 (1.2)
5.2 (1.8)
5.2
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FIGURE 1
INCREASE IN MEAN SCORES OF
CHILDREN AT DIFFERENT ACHIEVEMENT
LEVELS ON WORD LISTS
(PRE- AND POSTTEST COMPARISONS)
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FIGURE 2
INCREASE IN MEAN SCORES OF
CHILDREN AT DIFFERENT ACHIEVEMENT
LEVELS ON PASSAGE READING
(PRE- AND POSTTEST COMPARISONS)
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insignificant, indicating that the results did not vary
statistically within each treatment or text type by
teacher (or classroom).

Attainment of grade-level benchmarks
While the analyses of mean differences indicate
that students made higher gains in reading words
and texts in the little book than the anthology condition, establishing the number of students who attained particular benchmarks at the end of grade 1 is
also critical. One such benchmark is proficient reading at the primer level on an informal reading inventory. Based on their text reading, students were
placed into three groups: below first grade (performances below primer), first grade (primer and firstgrade texts), and above first grade (second grade and
above). Percentages of students falling into these
three groups according to the two conditions are
provided in Table 6.
For text reading, a chi-square analysis showed a
significant difference, 2(2, 75) = 6.25, p < .05. A
third of the students who read from literature-based
basal anthologies were reading below the primer level

in May. In comparison, 10% of the little book group
were reading at this level. Further, two thirds of the
little book students were reading above the firstgrade level. Ten percent fewer of the anthology
group were reading at this level.

Discussion
The study reported in this article represents a
classroom-based investigation of the effectiveness of
a text-based curriculum that combines several supports identified in previous research as critical to the
acquisition of independent word-solving skills.
Given the quasiexperimental nature of the study and
the lack of control over several instructional variables
of potential significance, strong claims cannot be
made about the effectiveness of the model described
here. Rather, this study should be viewed as an initial
investigation of a model of text that is designed to
support independent word-solving skills in beginning readers.
The results of this study suggest that even a
moderate amount of scaffolding of texts can make a
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TABLE 6
PERCENTAGES OF CHILDREN READING AT DIFFERENT LEVELS ON WORD LISTS
AND PASSAGE READING TASKS
Tasks
Word lists
Pretesting
Intervention group
Comparison group

Below first grade

At first grade

Above first grade

74.4
63.9

23.1
19.4

2.6
16.7

Posttesting
Intervention group
Comparison group
Passage reading
Pretesting
Intervention group
Comparison group

2.6
16.7

38.5
47.2

59
36.1

84.6
75

7.7
5.6

7.7
19.4

Posttesting
Intervention group
Comparison group

10.3
36.1

25.6
8.3

64.1
55.6

difference in the word-solving skills of first graders.
Whether of initially struggling, average, or high
reading achievement, students in the intervention
group read at one level of text higher than the students in the literature-based basal anthology group
by the end of grade 1. After 15 weeks of reading
from the little books, most of the students were leaving first grade able to be successful with the secondgrade texts, while their peers who had read from the
anthology did not have this extra advantage. Further,
a third of the comparison group students had not attained the level of first-grade reading, in contrast to
10% of the students in the little book group who
failed to attain this level.
As evidenced by the recent mandates of
California and Texas for the use of decodable text,
policymakers and publishers have sought to identify
precise prescriptions for beginning reading texts. The
results of this study suggest that somewhat greater
consistency in linguistic content and somewhat less
demanding cognitive loads support beginning reading acquisition. These results do not suggest, however, that beginning readers require texts where all
words fit particular patterns or where each unique
word is repeated a particular number of times. While
the particular little books used in this study (the
Ready Reader series) were written to attend to certain features of linguistic content (such as rimes),
these texts were not ideal in their execution of several
other features emphasized in the TExT model.

Even on those dimensions where the texts of the
little book and the literature-based basal anthology
programs differed, the differences were of degree, not
of kind. The most substantial difference lay in the
percentage of unique words accounted for by rimes
with target vowel patterns. A quarter of the words in
the little books consistently exemplified target vowel
patterns. Percentages were low in the literature-based
anthology texts, particularly at the beginning of the
15-week period. However, the percentage of words
with target rimes in the little books did not achieve
the critical mass of the phonics texts of an earlier era.
Similarly, the average repetitions per word of 6
for the little book program and 3 in the literaturebased basal anthology program were far from the 35
to 40 repetitions recommended by Gates and Russell
(1938a, 1938b). Despite this, on average, each word
in the little book program was repeated twice as often as in the literature-based basal anthology program. A significant portion of the words in the basal
anthologies appeared a single time, and 1 out of
every 5 unique words was a single-appearing, multisyllabic word. In the little book program, this figure
was 1 of every 14 unique words—almost three times
fewer single-appearing, multisyllabic words.
Given the quasiexperimental nature of this investigation, possible alternative explanations to the
results presented here must be considered. Three
such explanations are considered: differences in the
amount of text read across conditions, differences in
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the quantity or quality of instruction received, and
the effect of reading leveled text.
The first of these explanations suggests that
differences between intervention and comparison
group students’ reading achievement might be accounted for by differences in the total amount of
text that students read over the intervention.
Although individual little books were shorter than
anthology texts, the reading of three to five books by
students in the little book condition meant that they
read more words, on a weekly basis, than did students in the literature-based basal anthology condition. However, teachers in the anthology group had
students repeatedly read the weekly text through
partner reading, reading along with audiotape
recordings, and reading along with the teacher. By
repeatedly reading the same text throughout the
week, the students in the literature-based basal
anthology condition most likely read as many total
words as the students in the little book condition,
although distributed over fewer texts.
The second explanation of the present results
suggests that it was the quantity or quality of instruction occurring around texts that made the
greatest impact on the reading achievement of intervention versus comparison group children. Clearly,
texts do not replace instruction; rather, it is how
teachers use texts that is critical. Observations in the
four classrooms revealed that children in the two
comparison group classrooms received as much or
more reading instruction per day than did children
in the intervention group classrooms. Therefore, the
quantity of instruction likely did not affect the current results, except in a manner that favored the
comparison group children.
The effects of instructional quality were analyzed in three ways. First, precautions were taken to
reduce variance in instructional quality across conditions. This was achieved by matching teachers on the
basis of teaching experience, with one first-year
teacher and one teacher with more experience assigned to each condition. In addition, instructional
practices were accounted for through regular observations of the general literacy curriculum and of text
use in the four classrooms.
The second way in which instructional quality
was examined was by observing and accounting for
differences in the instruction around texts in the
classroom. A difference revealed by these observations was that the little books were used in more
semi-independent formats in the two intervention
classrooms than the literature-based basal anthology
texts in either of the two comparison group classrooms. Children in the intervention classes spent no
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more than 20 to 25 minutes per week reading the
little books in a teacher-led context. The rest of the
time was spent reading independently, with peers, or
at the listening center. Ms. Lindberg (the more experienced intervention group teacher) provided some
consistent strategy instruction during the time she
spent reading the little books with students. Ms.
Riley (the first-year teacher) spent most of the time
in round-robin reading, providing little or no explicit instruction around the text. In contrast, both the
comparison group teachers (Ms. Sumter and Ms.
Jarrod) spent approximately 40 minutes to an hour
per day conducting reading instruction around the
focal text. Of this time, Ms. Sumter led the wholeclass instruction for the entire hour (in a variety of
reading-related activities as described in the preceding section), while Ms. Jarrod worked intensively
with different reading groups so that she read with
each group once every three working days.
Both the comparison group teachers and one
of the two intervention group teachers (Ms.
Lindbergh) provided daily phonics and word-level
instruction in addition to reading the focal text.
Read-alouds (Holdaway, 1979) and opportunities to
write are known to facilitate a variety of early reading
skills (Frith, 1985; Morris, 1993) including those
assessed in this study. One teacher in each of the
groups—Ms. Jarrod in the comparison and Ms.
Riley in the intervention—provided few, if any, such
opportunities to children in their classrooms.
However, the other two teachers provided regular
read-alouds and weekly opportunities for students to
engage in a writers’ workshop. As was discussed previously, the occasions for these events were somewhat more frequent in Ms. Lindbergh’s intervention
classroom than in Ms. Sumter’s comparison classroom. Could the advantage provided by these more
frequent opportunities in Ms. Lindbergh’s classroom
explain the difference in her students’ reading
progress? This question was answered in part by the
third and final way in which the effects of instructional quality were examined in this study—by statistically analyzing the data for teacher and classroom
effects. As reported previously, the nested ANCOVA
showed statistically insignificant differences for
teacher and classroom, suggesting that the differences of significance to this study might lie in other
explanations.
The third explanation for the observed results is
that the present results reflect opportunities provided
in the little book intervention for students to read at
their levels. According to this interpretation, a more
appropriate study design would have been to have all
students in the little book condition receiving the
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same level of little books for the entire intervention
period. Whether the students in the little book condition had books that diverged substantially from one
level to the next or whether the little books perfectly
matched students’ levels will be addressed.
First, however, it is critical to point out that a
design where a “generic level” of little books was tested against a “generic level” of literature-based basal
anthology texts would have failed to address a crucial, previously untested assumption of current
literature-based basal anthologies in the first grade:
that children who are challenged in learning to read
develop a foundation of independent word-solving
skills with texts where unique words are numerous
and where many of these unique words are multisyllabic words that occur infrequently in the text
(Hayes, Wolfer, & Wolfe, 1996). Because basal programs continue to offer a sequence of five or six firstgrade texts as in the era of controlled texts, teachers,
policymakers, and teacher educators may assume a
progression in text difficulty within literature-based
basal anthology programs. Across the five or six firstgrade textbooks of earlier eras, changes were evident
in the number of new words and their repetition. A
summary of the text features of first-grade programs
from the 1960s and the 1980s showed that the number of unique words was 5 per 100 running words in
the first text and 12 unique words in the end-offirst-grade reading textbook (Hiebert, Martin, &
Menon, in press). The 2000 copyright of the same
program provided texts with 21 unique words at the
beginning of first grade and 19 at the end of first
grade. The data in Tables 1 and 2 show a similar pattern in the literature-based basal anthology program
that was the focus of this study. That is, the number
of unique words was consistent from primer to endof-first-grade texts (29 per 100 words) and the percentage of multisyllabic words that appeared a single
time stayed nearly the same (21% and 19%). Only
in the predictable sentence and story structures
(more to less) and length of text (less to more) did
the texts change from the primer to the end-of-firstgrade reader.
The theoretical construct of text difficulty that
underlies the flat profiles of text features in current
first-grade basal reading programs is not currently articulated within their teachers’ manuals or support
materials. The view of text difficulty seems to be
similar to that described earlier as the sentence and
text structure perspective. The features of text overall
are viewed to be what makes the biggest difference in
accessibility of texts to developing readers. While this
theoretical construct has not been revisited in recent
years, its rationale is developed in the writings of

scholars such as Holdaway (1979) and Goodman
(1968). If a text is engaging, the presence of rare
words will not deter students of different levels from
reading it. Further, with scaffolding from the teacher,
students with a range of competencies can read the
same text. Rarely have these assumptions been empirically examined. This study suggests that even in
contexts where a teacher instructs students in small
groups that have been formed by reading levels, texts
that have numerous rare and multisyllabic words do
not promote a high level of independent word
solving skill.
In considering these conclusions, the two questions raised earlier require attention: the degree to
which the little book levels differed from each other
and the degree to which the little books matched individual children’s independent word solving skills.
With regard to the first question, little books did differ substantially from level to level on some features
but not on others. With respect to features such as
repetition of words, rime instantiations, and proportion of single appearing words, the texts were fairly
similar from the beginning to the end of the curriculum. With respect to the text-level features of text,
sentence structure, and picture–text match, and to
certain word-level features, such as text length, number of unique words, and number of multisyllabic
words, the texts differed substantially. Were the levels
differentiated on the features that matter most in the
development of word solving skills? This study was
not intended to extract the effects of all of these features. Its intent was to examine as best as possible
with existing texts whether some scaffolding within
the text itself makes a difference relative to texts in
literature-based basal anthologies that depend on
considerable scaffolding by teachers with individual
students.
This particular set of little books did not have a
perfect progression in terms of word-level features.
However, in terms of word-level features overall, all
levels of little books were easier than the texts of the
anthology. More words were repeated, there were
fewer multisyllabic words (except for level 7, which
only a small portion of little book students read),
phonetically regular words were more prominent,
and substantially fewer words occurred a single time.
The role of a host of text variables in supporting or detracting from the development of independent word solving skills can only be established
with a considerable investment of time and resources
by researchers and research agencies. Numerous
variables—even at the word level (e.g., the imagery
value described by Sadoski & Paivio, 2001)—require
consideration. The search for the precise prescription
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for texts designed to help with beginning readers’
transition into conventional reading is likely to be
difficult. Even if the aim is a set of guidelines for appropriate text rather than precise prescriptions, numerous questions need to be addressed if beginning
reading programs are to provide the best possible experiences for challenged readers.
With regard to the second question—did the
little books perfectly match the reading levels of the
students in the intervention group—the answer is
that the match was approximate rather than perfect.
Students in the intervention group were divided into
reading groups based on the initial pretests, at which
time they were provided with texts matched to their
reading levels. Following this, each group of readers
moved along the continuum of texts provided by the
little book curriculum, moving from one level to the
next when they had exhausted all the books at the
previous level. Students were not assessed at different
points of the intervention for ascertaining a continued match between the texts being read and their
reading levels.
The findings of this study also highlight the
fact that current first-grade literature-based basal
anthology texts provide a similar task in terms of
word- and text-level features, at least from the middle to the end of first grade. This “one size fits all”
perspective—both in terms of features of texts for
students from the beginning to the end of first
grade and in lessons recommended for teacher use
with students whatever their independent word
solving level—does not provide the scaffolds needed
by many children who are challenged in learning to
read. When first graders are given texts where the
scaffolds of text and sentence structure and picture–
text match are steadily decreased and where the demands for linguistic knowledge and cognitive resources are steadily increased, even reading them in
semi-independent settings seems to be more supportive of independent word solving skills.
To some, these conclusions may fall into the
realm of the “already known.” However, the literaturebased basal anthology program of the comparison
condition is presented as the factor behind higher
reading achievement in a research study conducted
in Washington, DC, a school system quite similar in
demographics to that in the current study
(Houghton Mifflin, 2002). Further, the literaturebased basal anthology curriculum defines the reading
instruction that many children receive. Especially for
students in less economically viable communities,
the money provided by state funding agencies determines the materials that they receive. In California’s
recent adoption where decodable books are required
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to accompany the anthology, the anthology continues to be the central component in the teachers’
manuals (California English/Language Arts
Committee, 1999).
Good and experienced teachers, especially in
districts or schools with more resources than in the
school observed here, will likely provide children
with a wide variety of reading materials, thereby not
necessitating that independent or guided reading be
done out of the literature-based basal anthologies.
Yet, as discussed in an earlier section, students in
high-poverty, high-minority, and low-achieving
schools have the least access to skilled instructors
(Education Weekly, 2003). Further, many teachers
across the country continue to build their reading
instruction largely out of the basal reading series provided to them (Baumann et al., 1998). In the context of a comprehensive reading curriculum,
literature-based basal anthologies may be invaluable
in scaffolding the listening comprehension skills,
vocabulary, and literary appreciation of first graders.
Nevertheless, they do not attend systematically to
the developmental needs of many first graders to
make the transition from emergent into conventional readers as defined by their ability to independently
word solve in the texts that they are asked to read.
Further, curricular materials play an important role
in shaping and scaffolding teachers’ instructional
practices (Ball & Cohen, 1996), so that reading programs that are available to beginning teachers may
influence their understandings of what constitutes
appropriate learning for that grade as well as how to
scaffold that learning.
It should be emphasized, however, that developing the little book curriculum necessitated the expenditure of a substantial amount of time and effort
on the part of the researchers. It involved the use of a
computer program to analyze the word-level features
of the texts. It also involved researcher input to
match readers with texts of an appropriate level at
the beginning of the intervention. Teachers cannot
be expected to spend the same amount of time and
effort analyzing the features of texts in their classroom, especially in the high-poverty, high-needs districts under discussion. Therefore, the little book
curriculum described in this study is not supportive
of unskilled teachers in its current form. Rather, this
study should be viewed as a first step in validating
the model proposed in this article, with the aim of
developing a general set of guidelines that could potentially guide the development of supportive textbased curricula by publishers and policymakers.
At the same time, models of text such as the
one proposed in this article cannot be viewed as
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quick fixes, especially for low-achieving, high-poverty,
or minority group children. Text-based curricula can
support but not replace good instruction. Teachers
should be educated to be cognizant of a combination
of text-level scaffolds in the books they select. They
should also be educated on selecting different types
of text-based curricula to accomplish different instructional needs for their students.
More empirical work with the underlying curriculum and book sorting is required before the strategies of this study are strongly recommended to
publishers or classroom teachers. For one, it is not
clear at what point in reading development the introduction of such a curriculum is most useful. All the
children included in this sample had basic letter–
sound knowledge, even though some were not conventional readers at the start of the intervention.
Further, the study did not examine the relevance of
the curriculum past the end of first grade. It may well
be that students who reach the latter levels of this
scheme should be reading from the literature-based
basal anthologies and from trade books, rather than
little books, because the characteristics of texts in the
two programs at levels 6 and 7 did not differ substantially from one another. Finally, the study was conducted in four classrooms of one school, raising
questions about the generalizability of its findings to
other contexts and populations. Despite these limitations, the findings of this study suggest that texts that
have been crafted to incorporate multiple text- and
word-level scaffolds can support the transition into independent word solving and passage reading, especially for children who are challenged in learning to read.
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